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Sudden formation of bi-directional ion beam and
associated large-scale configuration change in the
equatorial ring current at 19 MLT and L=4.
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An unusual bi-directional beam event took place inside the dayside ring current in the
evening sector (19 MLT) near the Cluster perigee. Both the flux and energy extent of
ions are outstandingly high among all isolated local energization events inside the ring
current during 5 years Cluster perigee data. The bi-directional beams in both parallel
directions are suddenly observed at around 0648:30 UT nearly simultaneously (in 12
sec resolution) at all spacecraft which are separated within about 1 min (SC-1 and SC-
3) in the north-south (Z) direction. The beams have the same velocity for all H+, He+,
and O+ in both directions and are accompanied by large change (about 5 mV/s) of
DC electric field. The broadband electromagnetic wave, which are most likely caused
by the bidirectional beam started simultaneous at all spacecraft within 1 second. The
event took place about 6 minutes after the arrival of strong DC electric field associated
with westward traveling substorm bulge during minor geomagnetic activity, the con-
dition of which is not outstanding to explain the uniqueness of the event. The event is
also accompanied by sudden flux decrease of ordinary ring current (> 10 keV), indi-
cating the large-scale configuration changed simultaneously with these bidirectional
beams.


